What are the different furnishing trends when it comes to kids collection?
Soft cotton blends with printed patterns in bold motifs. Specific themes based on sea life, fantasy features, puzzle art, globetrotters are the upcoming trends for the kids collection.

Motifs and prints currently in vogue?
Mostly the painterly style patterns with motifs - clouds, under sea elements, fantasy characters, brainy puzzles/rhythms, maps are interesting motifs that are creating waves.

What are the latest offerings from the brand?
Little Maspar is the latest and the most popular.

Colour inspirations?
Ocean blue for boys and deep pink for girls are any time the preferred colours. Also lilac, mint, celadon, metallic silver, blueberry, sand are the other fascinations to create astonishing combinations.

What would you personally suggest when it comes to furnishing the kids room?
A kids room should be designed in such a way that it should not only be a place to sleep, but much more. The furnishings must be 100 per cent cotton with a soft touch and feel. Organic cottons are more and more getting used for kids furnishings as they are chemical-free products.
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